
TO TAKE IT FURTHER
A say in how the story ends

Be strong and courageous. Do not be afraid. (Deuteronomy
31:6)

Read

Deuteronomy 31:6-8

David Seidler, the writer of The King 's Speech, understood just
how much courage it took for Bertie to make that vital first
wartime speech. He knew what it was like as a stammerer to
grow up feeling you have no voice' - and therefore that you
must be substandard. A stammer at that time was labelled as a
speech defect, and it was an era when 'defects' were hidden
away out of sight. Apart from one rather insensitive and
patronising mention of it in a radio speech by the Archbishop
of Canterbury, Bertie's stammer was never spoken of publicly
at the time or in subsequent biographies. Seidler points out
another example from the era, of President Franklin D
Rosevelt, who was always photographed sitting down and with

ugoveris lap, lest people should see his legs that had beendeformed by polio. Disabilities were embarrassing, a sign of
weakness-they implied you were a defective person."
Thank God, attitudes to disability are more enlightened these

days. But perhaps we still have a way to go when it comes to
our emotional weaknesses. Come to think of it, 'weaknesses' is
the wrong word altogether. The real weakness lies with those
whose emotions are so deeply buried, that they think they have
none. To feel afraid is not a weakness, but an integral part of
being human. As C. S. Lewis points out:
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The emotion of fear is in itself no sin. The act of cowardige
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is all thatmatters

When fear is allowed to rule our actions it can become

profoundly disabling, but fear met head on and tackled with

determination is actually an enabler the very thing that builds
up our strength.

Ihope you've got the message by now, that Godactually
has

a preference for weak people. When looking for those who

make good servants -and therefore good leaders-weak people
are the ones he chooses. But just in case it still hasn't quíte sunk

in, you may like to turn again to 1 Corinthians 1:26-31, with

Paul's remarkable assertion that God has chosen:

. the foolish', 'the weak', 'the lowly' and 'the despised.
He goes on in Chapter 2 verse 5 to explain why:

.so that your faith might not rest on men's wisdom but on
God's power.

People who believe they know it all are not much use as God's
emissaries. People who think they've got it all sewn up can be
positively dangerous when it comes to leadership.
The last frightened hero from the Old Testament that I've chosen

to look at is Joshua. Perhaps on the day of this speech, as Moses
authorised him as his successor, Joshua didn't feel so scared, rather
elated and buoyed up with pride. But it would not always be so, as
the veteran Moses knew only too well, so he repeats:

Do not be afraid, do not be discouraged.

Joshua was to discover plenty to discourage him as he fulfiled
his calling, and as is so often the case, it came more from his

own people than his enemies.
Thankfully, Joshua had had a good preparation. He had ben

Moses' assistant since his youth.° He had been up Mount Sinai"
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and later into the tabernacle," following behind Moses when he
went to speak with God. Later God had specifically told Moses
that Joshua was to be his successor and commanded him to
encourage and strengthen him'. 12
We looked in Week 3 at the importance of training for the task

for which you have been called, but here is another key principle:
look for a role model and look for a mentor. I understand all too
well that people such as these are not easy to find. Bertie had
struggled unsuccessfully with at least eight speech therapists3
untilElizabeth's perseverance eventually led him to Logue-and
what a difference that made. So persevere in seeking out those
who can teach you. Ask the Lord to point them out to you. When
you do find them, don't necessarily bombard them with questions
Just take time to watch and listen. If necessary offer to drive them
places, or do their filing, or carry their bags for them.
Perhaps you are older in years and further along the path and

your calling now is to be a mentor. I don't mean necessarily in
a formal or official capacity, but simply as an older brother or
Sister or perhaps even a parent figure. How tragic that Bertie's
father was never able to communicate his pride and trust until
it was too late. How wonderful that Logue was able to come
alongside like the supportive older brother Bertie never had.
Who are those in whom you see a spark that needs to be ignited,
or a confidence that needs to be bolstered? Is there anyone who
needs you to show them you believe in them?
Joshua needed courage because he had a role to fulfil. Part of

the reason that we are able to stand before God today, knowing of
his love and commitment to us, is because ofbig names like Joshua
and thousands upon thousands of unknown people like him -

decades, centuries and millennia ago -who faithfully fulfilled what
od had called them to do. And now the continuity Iies with us.
In March 2011, Barack Obama, in a historic speech in
Westminster Hall in London, referred back to the Second World
War and the core belief in human freedom and dignity that
carried the Allies forward. He defined it in a striking phrase:

..a conviction that we have a say in how this story ends'4
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It's a conviction I long for us believers to take up. Because we
- us ordinary insignificant children ofthe li'ving God-are the

ersof the story. We are chosen for a purpose: to keep the
flame of integrity alive, to encourage the discouraged and love
the unloved, to tell of the amazing Lord we have discovered and
point towards a better way.
We are not alone as we struggle to have our say in the great

storyofhumanity. We have each other- and as this Lent course
ends, I hope you will continue to support one another, both in
prayer and in friendship. But above all we have the Holy Spirit
of God himself at our side. Like Logue silently encouraging
Bertie on, he will be unseen to the world outside. Often even
we will not be able to define when and how he came. But we
will know he has been there.
So take with you now the promise of Moses to Joshua:

The Lord himself goes before you and will be with you; he
will never leave you nor forsake you.'

Lord of the great unfolding storyof humanity

Help me to play my part-
Help me to believe that I have a say in how the story ends.
Whether big or small,
Centre stage or behind the scenes,
Praised or criticised or unnoticed.

Help metofind my voice-
To speak up for thefoolishness offaith
To speak truth into half-truths and lies
To speak out against evil and corruption

To speak encouragement into struggling souls
giveyou nowmyJear
May it be transjormea
Dy courage, perseverance, and the support ofothers
into a strength and love that points to you.

Amen.


